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Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 2
A. Option D
B. Option C
C. Option B
D. Option A
Answer: B
Explanation:
Explanation

Network Admission Control (NAC) can permit or deny access to
anetwork based on characteristics of the device seeking
admission, rather than just checking user credentials. For
example, a client's OS, Windows Registry settings, AD
membership status, and version of antivirus software could be
checked against a set of requirements before allowing the
client to access a network.
This process of checking a client's characteristics is called
posture assessment.

NEW QUESTION: 3
Which one of the following is NOT a standard property of the
Binding Provider class from the JAX-WS API?
A. The SOAP Action
B. The endpoint address
C. A timeout value for the HTTP request
D. The ability to maintain HTTP session state
E. A username and password for basic authentication
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 4
Eclipse-based source control clients work on physical files,
and they work with the IBM Domino Designer projects elements on
the physical files. Which statement describes these elements?
A. They work with projects that have source controls defined.
B. They only work with projects that are saved on disk.
C. They only work with projects that are registered as source
control compatible.
D. They work with projects that are available on the network.
Answer: B
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Explanation:
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